Fuzzing is a promising technique for detecting security vulnerabilities. Newly developed fuzzers are typically evaluated in terms of the number of bugs found on vulnerable programs/binaries. However, existing corpora usually do not capture the features that prevent fuzzers from finding bugs, leading to ambiguous conclusions on the pros and cons of the fuzzers evaluated. In this paper, we propose to address the above problem by generating corpora based on searchhampering features. As a proof-of-concept, we designed FEData, a prototype corpus that currently focuses on three search-hampering features to generate vulnerable programs for fuzz testing. Unlike existing corpora that can only answer "how", FEData can also further answer "why" by exposing (or understanding) the reasons for the identified weaknesses in a fuzzer. The "why" information serves as the key to the improvement of fuzzers. Based on the "why" information, our FEData programs enabled us to identify the weakness of AFLFast, called cycle explosion, behind. We further developed an improved version of AFLFast, called AFLFast+, which has overcome the cycle explosion problem. AFLFast+ retains the efficiency of AFLFast in path search while maintaining or even surpassing the bug-finding capability of AFL for the corpus evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Fuzzing is an automatic software testing technique that typically provides random data as inputs to programs and then monitors them for exceptions such as crashes. Fuzzing can capture bugs 1 because the exceptions are usually the indicators of bugs in the program context. In 1990, B.P. Miller et al. [17] developed the first fuzzing algorithm (fuzzer for short). Since then, fuzzing has become one of the major tools for detecting bugs.
Though many fuzzers have been developed, their appropriate evaluation is still a big challenge due to the lack of supportive corpora. To validate a newly developed fuzzer, a corpus needs to contain the contexts of bugs such as specific search-hampering features for fuzzing. Those contexts can help validate the advancement of a fuzzer resolving the specific challenges. However, it is not feasible for fuzzing so far. In current stage, the usual way to evaluate fuzzers is to run them on real-world program corpora, and judge their performance by counting the number of unique crashes after a period of running time (normally 24 hours) [7-9, 13, 19, 22, 26] . As disclosed by G. Klees et al. [14] , this often leads to ambiguous or even wrong conclusions on the fuzzers, since it is almost impossible to provide supportive contexts of bugs by inspecting a large number of programs in corpora. A simple example is that, Driller [25] detects more bugs than AFL [2] by utilizing concolic execution [23] to resolve magic values. But the evaluation results may not support the advancement of Driller when the corpora do not have enough bugs 'protected' by magic values. In fact, even though we reckon the evaluation results are convincing, we still cannot pinpoint the reason that leads to fuzzers' advancements or weaknesses without contextual details of bugs in corpora. This hampers or even disables our attempts on improving existing fuzzers.
In this paper, we propose generating corpora based on searchhampering features to solve the above challenge. To this end, a framework is developed and used to synthesize evaluation corpora in an automatic manner. The vulnerable programs are made up by function-level structures from GitHub 2 code to maintain as much as possible the style of real-world programs. The framework ensures the generated programs are able to be compiled, and inserts the contexts of bugs to the programs when necessary. Holding contexts of bugs, the generated corpora can not only make the conclusions of a fuzzer's advancements solid, but also expose the clues for improving a fuzzer. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our idea, we develop a proof-of-concept corpus, namely FEData, based on three typical search-hampering features i.e., the number of magic values, the number of execution paths, and the number of checksums.
As a case study, we run AFL and AFLFast [7] on programs from FEData to validate its utility in fuzzing evaluation. The results of our experiments confirm the conclusion made by AFLFast that it finds execution paths faster than AFL. The results also indicate that AFLFast detects fewer bugs than AFL in some specific programs from FEData. G. Klees et al. [14] found similar phenomenon that AFLFast detected fewer bugs when they ran these two fuzzers more than 24 hours, but they did not explain the reason for it. With contexts of bugs on those programs, we find that AFLFast is prone to fall into the cycle explosion state. As AFLFast can no longer produce new inputs in this state, it will find fewer bugs than AFL. Accordingly, we improve AFLFast and develop AFLFast+ by setting a lower bound to the number of inputs produced by AFLFast, which prevents fuzzing from dropping into the cycle explosion state.
We summarize the contributions as follows:
• We propose generating corpora for fuzzing evaluation based on search-hampering features. The generation runs in an automatic manner, and the generated corpora are not only used for understanding and evaluating fuzzing but also helping improve the fuzzers based on the contexts of bugs.
• We carry out a case study on AFLFast via a proof-of-concept corpus, called FEData. The corpus is generated based on three typical search-hampering features. The experimental results validates the utility of the feature-oriented corpus by showing its accurate conclusions in fuzzing evaluation.
• We develop AFLFast+ according to AFLFast's weakness that we expose in the case study. The experiments show that AFLFast+ can detect more bugs than AFLFast when other factors stay the same.
OVERVIEW OF THE IDEA
The idea of generating feature-oriented corpora will help solve the challenge of fuzzing evaluation. To make the idea clearer, we take two fuzzers to exemplify the necessity of holding contexts of bugs for fuzzing evaluation. We take the evaluation of Driller [25] against AFL [2] as an example. Driller claims to beat AFL because it can resolve magic values more efficiently. In fact, Driller is an updated version of AFL since it takes AFL as the core and adopts concolic execution to resolve magic values for larger coverage. However, the claim of Driller may not be supported in fuzzing evaluation sometimes. As shown in Fig.1 no bug. Considering the randomness nature of fuzzing, it is highly possible for Driller to have a worse performance than AFL. However, Driller can outperform AFL on the programs similar to Fig.1(B) , where there are lots of bugs hidden behind magic value challenges. Therefore, when state-of-art corpora do not provide contexts of bugs for evaluation, the results may lead to ambiguous or even wrong conclusions on fuzzers.
It is necessary to implement contexts of bugs such as searchhampering features in fuzzing evaluation corpora. As shown in Fig.2 , the corpus of vulnerable programs is one of the major components in fuzzing evaluation procedure. Fuzzers follow a policy such as how to generate seeds, and run on the evaluation corpus. The efficiency of fuzzing is mainly determined by the capability of the fuzzer solving contextual challenges in programs, such as magic values, checksums, path search, etc. We can therefore measure the performance of fuzzers via a list of metrics such as the number of magic values resolved in the execution. However, to date, the usual way to judge the performance of a fuzzer is to count the number of bugs exposed within a fixed period of time. Because the number of exposed bugs may not be positively correlated to the challenges, it cannot always indicate the efficiency of a fuzzer. In addition, since the number of exposed bugs cannot be linked to the metrics without contexts of bugs in programs, the usual way becomes too superficial to diagnose the drawbacks of a fuzzer. This explains our technical motivation as well as the real need to develop fuzzing evaluation corpora that implement contexts of bugs such as search-hampering features in vulnerable programs.
We create a prototype framework to automatically generate corpora for fuzzing evaluation. The framework uses real-world program structures from GitHub to maintain the synthetic coding style. The contexts of bugs are then inserted into the structures, followed by extra code that ensures the generated programs are able to be compiled. Different from existing synthetic corpora, the design of our evaluation corpora is determined by the type(s) of 
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Figure 2: The procedure for evaluating fuzzers. Policies limit the way to run fuzz testing. The performance of a fuzzer can be evaluated based on the metrics, which is mainly determined by the capability of solving challenges.
search-hampering features that the fuzzer focuses on. In other words, the design is more 'feature-oriented' for fuzzing evaluation.
SEARCH-HAMPERING FEATURES
Search-hampering feature is the major factor that affects the fuzzing performance and their evaluations according to the above analysis.
In fact, there are many search-hampering features. In this section, we only select and focus on three typical ones: 1) the number of execution paths, 2) the number of magic values, and 3) the number of checksums. These three features are important due to the challenges that fuzzing attempts to solve. As a program consists of three fundamental control structures, which are sequence structure, decision structure, and loop structure, fuzzers have to find solutions for the following challenges, 1) checksums, 2) magic values, and 3) execution path search, in order to reach larger code coverage. To date, many fuzzers [7, 8, 12, 15, 19, 21, 25] have been proposed to improve the performance of solving these three challenges. According to the three search-hampering features, we design a prototype corpus, called FEData. FEData generates simple programs and each of the programs has only one bug.
The Number of Execution Paths
The number of execution paths affects the efficiency of fuzzing. Fuzzing spends much time to locate the bug hidden in a large number of execution paths. Fig.3 shows different numbers of execution paths, where Fig.3(A) has four execution paths, and 3(B) has 200 execution paths. Fuzzing may spend a few seconds to find the bug hidden in 3(A), but it will cost fuzzing much more time to locate the bug hidden in 3(B).
The Number of Magic Values
A magic value is a constant in the context of programs. In fact, the nature of fuzzing is to generate inputs and find bugs automatically. To detect bugs, fuzzers have to pass through checks and find the bug path. Therefore, it will cost fuzzing more time to find bugs if the bugs are protected by magic values. We recall the example in Fig.1(B) to explain the magic values. In this example, the constants 0x38 and 0x37 are magic values as they are sitting in one side of the '==' conditions in the if statements. Moreover, because fuzzers regard every path as a potential bug path, they will attempt to resolve magic values in every path. Therefore, magic values are important to the efficiency of fuzzing, but it is not always true for a fuzzer to expose more bugs when it resolves magic values more efficiently. As an example, Listing 1 shows two magic values, wherein the magic value 'MAGIC' does not protect the bug while the magic value 'BYTE' does. 
The Number of Checksums
A checksum is designed to detect errors in a block of digital data. The effect of checksum is similar to the magic value but resolving a checksum is more complex because checksum needs complicated calculations. A checksum function is a function that helps process the procedure of calculations. This function can be utilized in a control statement condition, such as if (func_checksum(a)). In this scenario, a checksum can be regarded as a more complicated magic value. For example, Listing 2 shows a simple checksum function. In this function, two if statements are introduced to check if specific conditions have been satisfied: 1) 'lenдth(a) == 7' and 2) 'sum(a)%8 == 3'. We can see from this example that, to resolve a checksum is more complicated than to resolve a magic value.
EVALUATION
Experiments are run on AMD Opteron 6320, and each fuzzer is run on one core. We typically run two fuzzers, AFL and AFLFast [7] . AFL is a greybox fuzzing regarded as the baseline by many other fuzzers. It initially sets some seeds and produces many inputs mutated from these seeds. Then, those inputs will be fed into the testing program, and new seeds will be selected from the inputs based on the results of the execution. More inputs will be generated from the new seeds and those inputs will also be fed into the testing program. This procedure will be processed repeatedly. A cycle is done when all the seeds are chosen and mutated to produce inputs, and all the generated inputs have been fed into the testing program. Then, a new cycle begins. Many fuzzers, including AFLFast, develop their own algorithms based on AFL [7, 12, 22, 25] . The experiment is designed to assess the ability of the two fuzzers to search specific execution paths. In this experiment, 90 binaries, which contain different numbers of execution paths and have no specific checks (i.e., magic value or checksum) in the bug path, are used to evaluate AFL and AFLFast. We stop fuzzing when it has found the inserted bug or it has run for 12 hours.
As for the policies used for evaluation, we set the same seed, use statistical results, and choose the same programs for both AFL and AFLFast. Specifically, both of the two fuzzers use Hello World as the original seed. Besides, we use statistical results to evaluate fuzzers, i.e., the average time of finding a bug. Moreover, these two fuzzers are evaluated on the same programs and set the same timeout. We utilize four metrics, including the execution speed, the number of bugs found, the number of identified execution paths, and the number of cycles that have been executed. During this experiment, we find that AFLFast may run too many cycles, more than what it needs. This is because AFLFast no longer produces inputs and runs through a cycle very fast. We call this phenomenon cycle explosion. The cycle explosion is a state that a fuzzer can no longer produce new inputs and will run a large number of cycles. The results are shown in Fig.4 .
In Fig.4 , either a dot or a triangle denotes a bug found by fuzzing. The result indicates that AFLFast indeed finds bugs faster than AFL. Fig.4 also shows that AFLFast searches execution paths faster than AFL in each kind of programs. When the number of execution paths grows, it costs both AFL and AFLFast more time to trigger bugs. This trend supports that the number of execution paths affects the time for fuzzing to find bugs.
However, AFLFast finds fewer bugs than AFL, especially when the number of execution paths grows larger. G. Klees et al. also give a similar conclusion that AFLFast may perform worse than AFL when evaluating longer than 24 hours. We explore the reason for this conclusion and find an interesting phenomenon. The reasons that AFLFast cannot find some bugs are different from AFL. All the four bugs that AFL cannot find is due to the limited time. However, all the 13 bugs that AFLFast cannot find are because of cycle explosion. Based on Fig.4 , the conclusion is that AFLFast finds bugs faster than AFL, but it has a chance to get trapped in the cycle explosion, especially when the bugs are protected in a deep path.
An Interesting Case. One binary is chosen from the 90 binaries and the result is shown in Fig.5 . It shows that AFLFast stops finding new execution paths after the 6360th second. After the 24000th second, the execution speed of AFLFast drops to 0/s. Meanwhile, the number of cycles done by fuzzing grows to a large number. That's the state when AFLFast is trapped in cycle explosion. On the other hand, AFL executes binaries at the speed about 50/s.
IMPROVEMENT OF AFLFAST (AFLFAST+)
It is impressive that the cycle explosion prevents AFLFast from triggering bugs. Therefore, we dig deeper into the reason for it and present a solution to improve AFLFast. AFL assigns almost constant energy (i.e., the number of inputs generated from seeds) to each seed. Therefore, AFL does not cause cycle explosion and even can find bugs in one cycle. AFLFast improves AFL by assigning different number of inputs to a seed. Different mutation strategies, including FAST mode, LINEAR mode, and QUAD mode, are utilized by AFLFast. Figure 5 : An interesting case. In the first 3600 seconds, AFL and AFLFast find execution paths at almost the same speed. From the 3600th second to the 6360th second, AFLFast finds execution paths faster than AFL. The interesting part is that AFLFast cannot find more execution paths since the 6360th second while AFL finds more execution paths until it crashes the program.
The FAST mode assigns energy to state i as
Where α(i) is the number of inputs generated by AFL, s(i) is the number of times that seed d i is chosen from the seed queue, f (i) is the number of generated inputs that have exercised state i. The constant M provides an upper bound on the number of inputs that are generated per fuzzing iteration. The LINEAR mode increases the energy of state i linearly with respect to s(i), which is
The QUAD mode is based on the LINEAR mode, and the energy of fuzzing is computed as
All these three power schedules assign energy to state i inversely proportional to f (i), which is the reason for cycle explosion. When f (i) grows to a large value, the energy is very low. To improve AFLFast, one way is to set a lower bound to its energy strategies. L is a lower bound set for AFLFast. Therefore, AFLFast can be improved as
, and q(i) is the improvement of p(i) respectively.
Evaluation On the 90 Binaries. We evaluate our AFLFast+ on the 90 binaries from the above experiment. Fig.6 shows that the efficiency of AFLFast and AFLFast+ is almost the same. However, AFLFast+ finds 88 bugs while AFLFast finds only 77 bugs. Meanwhile, the reason of the two bugs not being found by AFLFast+ is due to the limited time, and the cycle explosion does not appear. Therefore, AFLFast+ keeps the efficiency but can detect more bugs than AFLFast.
RELATED WORK
The performance of a fuzzer is mainly determined by its capability of handling search-hampering features in the contexts of bugs. As search-hampering features are important to the fuzzing performance, most fuzzers [7, 9, 12, 15, 19-21, 25, 26] are tailored to resolve one/several features to increase the coverage of code. So far, researchers have already made some efforts to address the above evaluation challenge. For example, some researchers prefer to create corpora based on real-world programs, typically from student code [24] , existing bug report databases [16] , or by creating a public bug registry [3, 11] . Despite these proposals provide corpora contextual details of bugs, they have remained static and relatively small for fuzzing evaluation. There are also some tries on creating independently defined public benchmark suites, e.g. DaCapo [6] and SPEC [5] . Among these attempts, even though they collect a large volume of real-world vulnerable programs, it is still painstaking to manually triage the crashes and filter the bugs in those programs. Before a strong community effort has been applied to these suites, it is believed that they are not sufficient to support fuzzing evaluation [14] .
An alternative way to create fuzzing corpora is to synthesize vulnerable programs. Typical examples include early corpora for buffer overflow detection [27, 28] , LAVA and next version LAVA-M [10] , DARPA CGC corpus [1] , as well as corpus drawn from NIST SAMATE project [4] . The synthetic corpora ensure the existence of bugs by sacrificing their reflection on real-world ones. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the above synthetic corpora have implemented contexts of bugs pertaining to search-hampering features. Therefore, synthetic corpora also cannot support fuzzing evaluation according to aforementioned analysis.
DISCUSSION: THREAT TO VALIDITY
Although FEData works well on AFL and AFLFast, it can be further improved. Issues such as the ways to evaluate FEData and improve FEData can be further discussed.
Firstly, we only run AFL and AFLFast on FEData because other fuzzers are unavailable or cannot be appropriately run. In order to further assess FEData, different fuzzers should be run on FEData. In order to assess the feature of magic value in FEData, a better way is to use fuzzers trying to help resolve magic values, such as Driller and T-Fuzz. Similarly, it is better to assess the feature of checksum in FEData by fuzzers focusing on checksums. We will continue our investigation to run more fuzzers on FEData.
Secondly, to customize search-hampering features in the contexts of bugs, FEData sacrifices some realness of the generated programs. To make FEData more similar to real-world programs, one way is to add functionality by functional programming. Another way to improve the realness of FEData is to research the contexts behind bugs, which can be added to FEData when a bug is inserted.
CONCLUSION
In order to evaluate fuzzing more specifically and effectively, we propose generating corpora based on search-hampering features. Details about the features are described in this paper. Further, we design a prototype corpus, FEData, to show the effectiveness of our idea. AFL and AFLFast are evaluated on FEData. The advancement of AFLFast, which is AFLFast finds execution paths faster than AFL, is supported by FEData. However, the drawback of AFLFast is magnified by some programs in FEData. We find that AFLFast is prone to be trapped in cycle explosion if bugs are embedded deeply or fuzzers hit some specific execution paths in a large quantity. Therefore, AFLFast is improved to AFLFast+ via setting a lower bound to its energy strategies. The results show that AFLFast+ can find more bugs than AFLFast while the efficiency stays the same.
